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Abstract

We consider a differential drive mobile robot: two unsteered
coaxial wheels are independently actuated. Each wheel has
bounded velocity, but no bound on torque or acceleration.
Pontryagin’s Maximum Principle gives an elegant descrip-
tion of theextremaltrajectories, which are a superset of the
time optimal trajectories. Further analysis gives an enumer-
ation of the time optimal trajectories, and methods for iden-
tifying the time optimal trajectories between any two con-
figurations. This paper recapitulates and refines the results
of [1] and [2] and presents a simple graphical technique for
constructing time optimal trajectories.

1 Introduction

This paper addresses the time optimal paths for differen-
tial drive mobile robots with bounded velocity. Differential
drive (or diff drive) means there are two unsteered indepen-
dently actuated coaxial wheels. Bounded velocity means
that each wheel is independently bounded in velocity, but
acceleration is not bounded. Even discontinuities in wheel
velocity are permitted. The environment is planar and free
of obstacles.

Under these assumptions, we will see that the time op-
timal paths are composed of straight lines alternating with
turns “in place”, i.e. turns about the center of the robot.
Optimal paths contain at most three straights and two turns.
There are a number of other restrictions, leading to a set of
40 different combinations arranged in 9 different symmetry
classes. The simplest nontrivial motions are turn-straight-
turn motions: turn to face the goal (or away from the goal);
roll straight forward (or backward) to the goal; turn to the
goal orientation. In some instances the optimal path passes
through an intermediate “via” point. See Figure 1 for exam-
ple motions from seven of the nine classes.

Figure 1: The seven simplest optimal trajectory classes.

To derive the optimal paths we will use Pontryagin’s
maximum principle to obtain a geometric program for the
extremaltrajectories, which are a superset of the optimal
trajectories. We then derive some additional necessary con-
ditions, leading to a complete enumeration of optimal tra-
jectories and a planning algorithm. Finally we reformulate
the analysis to give a more intuitive geometric procedure for
constructing optimal trajectories.

Previous Work

This paper expands on the results presented in [1] and [2].
Other work on diff drive robots has assumed bounds on ac-
celeration rather than on velocity; for example see papers by
Reister and Pin [6] and Renaud and Fourquet [7]. For the
bounded acceleration model, the time optimal trajectories
have been found numerically, and there is current work to
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Figure 2: Notation

find a closed form solution. The bounded velocity model is
simpler, and the structure and cost of the fastest trajectories
can be determined analytically.

Most of the work on time optimal control with bounded
velocity models has focused on steered vehicles rather than
diff drives, originating with papers by Dubins [3] and by
Reeds and Shepp [5]. Many of the techniques employed
here are an extension of optimal control techniques devel-
oped for steered vehicles in [8, 9, 10].

2 Assumptions, definitions, notation

The state of the robot isq = (x, y, θ), where the robot ref-
erence point(x, y) is centered between the wheels, and the
robot directionθ is 0 when the robot is facing along thex-
axis (Figure 2). The robot’s velocity in the forward direction
is v and its angular velocity isω. The robot’s width is2b.
The wheel angular velocities areωl andωr. With suitable
choices of units we obtain

v =
1
2

(ωl + ωr) (1)

ω =
1
2b

(ωr − ωl) (2)

and

ωl = v − bω (3)

ωr = v + bω (4)

The robot is a system with control inputw(t) =
(ωl(t), ωr(t)) and outputq(t). Admissible controls are
bounded Lebesgue measurable functions from time inter-
val [0, T ] to the closed boxW = [−1, 1] × [−1, 1] (see
Figure 3).

It follows immediately thatv(t) andω(t) are measurable
functions defined on the same interval. Given initial condi-

Figure 3: Bounds on(ωl, ωr)

tionsqs = (xs, ys, θs) the path of the robot is given by

x(t) = xs +
∫ t

0

v cos(θ) (5)

y(t) = ys +
∫ t

0

v sin(θ) (6)

θ(t) = θs +
∫ t

0

ω (7)

We also define rectified path length inE2, the plane of robot
positions:

s(t) =
∫ t

0

|v| (8)

and rectified arc length inS1, the circle of robot orienta-
tions:

σ(t) =
∫ t

0

|ω| (9)

It follows thatθ, x, y, s, andσ are continuous, that their
time derivatives exist almost everywhere, and that

θ̇ = ω a.e. (10)

ẋ = v cos(θ) a.e. (11)

ẏ = v sin(θ) a.e. (12)

The admissible control regionW also provides a conve-
nient comparison with previously studied bounded velocity
models. If we plotW in v-ω space, we obtain a diamond
shape. Steered vehicles are typically modeled as having a
bound on the steering ratioω : v, and on the velocityv
(Figure 4).
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Figure 4: Bounded velocity models of mobile robots

We also need a notation for trajectories. Later sections
show that extremal trajectories are composed of straight
lines and turns about the robot’s center. We will represent
forwardby⇑, backwardby⇓, left turnbyx, andright turn
byy. Thus the trajectoryx⇑x can be read “left forward
left”. When necessary, a subscript will indicate the distance
or angle traveled. We will uset ands to represent turns and
straights of indeterminate direction.

3 Pontryagin’s Maximum Principle.
Extremal controls.

The existence of a time optimal trajectory for every pair of
start and goal configurations is proven in [1]. This section
uses Pontryagin’s Maximum Principle [4] to derive neces-
sary conditions for time optimal trajectories of the bounded
velocity diff drive robot.

The robot system is described by

q̇ =

 ẋ
ẏ

θ̇

 =

 1
2 (ωl + ωr) cos(θ)
1
2 (ωl + ωr) sin(θ)

1
2b (ωr − ωl)

 (13)

where our input is

w =
(

ωl
ωr

)
∈W

Equation 13 can be rewritten:

q̇ = ωlfl + ωrfr (14)

wherefl andfr are the vector fields corresponding to the
left and right wheels:

fl =

 1
2 cos θ
1
2 sin θ
− 1

2b

 (15)

fr =

 1
2 cos θ
1
2 sin θ

1
2b

 (16)

Vector fieldfl corresponds to turning about a center lo-
cated under the right wheel, andfr corresponds to turning
about a center located under the left wheel.

Defineλ to be anR3-valued function of time called the
adjoint vector:

λ(t) =

 λ1(t)
λ2(t)
λ3(t)


LetH : R3 × SE2 ×W → R be theHamiltonian:

H(λ, q, w) =< λ, ωlfl + ωrfr >

The maximum principle states that for a controlw(t) to
be optimal, it isnecessarythat there exist a nontrivial (not
identically zero) adjoint vectorλ(t) satisfying theadjoint
equation:

λ̇ = − ∂

∂q
H (17)

while the controlw(t) minimizes the Hamiltonian at every
t:

H(λ, q, w) = min
z∈W

H(λ, q, z) = λ0. (18)

with λ0 ≥ 0. Equation 17 is called theadjoint equationand
Equation 18 is called theminimization equation.

For the bounded velocity diff drive, the adjoint equation
gives

λ̇ = − ∂

∂q
< λ, ωlfl + ωrfr > (19)

=
ωl + ωr

2

 0
0

λ1 sin θ − λ2 cos θ

 (20)

Fortunately these equations can be integrated to obtain an
expression for the adjoint vector. First we observe thatλ1
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andλ2 are constant and definec1 andc2 accordingly

λ1(t) = c1 (21)

λ2(t) = c2 (22)

Forλ3 we have the equation

λ̇3 =
ωl + ωr

2
(λ1 sin θ − λ2 cos θ) (23)

But we can substitute from Equations 1, 11, and 12 to obtain

λ̇3 = c1ẏ − c2ẋ (24)

which is integrated to obtain the solution forλ3:

λ3 = c1y − c2x+ c3 (25)

wherec3 is our third and final integration constant. It will
be convenient in the rest of the paper to define a functionη
of x andy:

η(x, y) = c1y − c2x+ c3 (26)

So then the adjoint equation is satisfied by

λ =

 c1
c2

η(x, y)

 (27)

for anyc1, c2, c3 not all equal to zero.

Let the η-line be the line of points(x, y) satisfying
η(x, y) = 0, and note thatη(x, y) gives a scaled directed
distance of a point(x, y) from theη-line. Let theright half
planebe the points satisfying

η(x, y) > 0 (28)

and let theleft half planebe the points satisfying

η(x, y) < 0 (29)

We also define a direction for theη-line consistent with the
choice of “left” and “right” for the half planes.

The minimization equation 18 can be rewritten

ωlφl + ωrφr = min
zl,zr

zlφl + zrφr (30)

whereφl andφr are defined to be the twoswitching func-
tions:

φl = < λ, fl > (31)

=

 c1
c2

η(x, y, θ)

 ·
 1

2 cos θ
1
2 sin θ
− 1

2b

 (32)

= − 1
2b
η(x+ b sin θ, y − b cos θ) (33)

φr = < λ, fr > (34)

=

 c1
c2

η(x, y, θ)

 ·
 1

2 cos θ
1
2 sin θ

1
2b

 (35)

=
1
2b
η(x− b sin θ, y + b cos θ) (36)

Note that the wheels’ coordinates can be written(
xl
yl

)
=

(
x− b sin θ
y + b cos θ

)
(37)(

xr
yr

)
=

(
x+ b sin θ
y − b cos θ

)
(38)

so the switching functions can be written

φl = − 1
2b
η(xr, yr) (39)

φr =
1
2b
η(xl, yl) (40)

Now the minimization equation says that if the con-
trolsωl, ωr are optimal then they minimize the Hamiltonian
H = ωlφl+ωrφr. This implies the optimal controls can be
expressed

ωl

 = 1 if right wheel∈ right half plane
∈ [−1, 1] if right wheel∈ η-line
= −1 if right wheel∈ left half plane

(41)

ωr

 = 1 if left wheel∈ left half plane
∈ [−1, 1] if left wheel∈ η-line
= −1 if left wheel∈ right half plane

(42)

If c1 = c2 = 0, then the the entire plane is the left half plane
or the right half plane, depending on the sign ofc3. (Recall
that all three integration constants cannot be simultaneously
zero.)

The location of theη-line depends on the apparently ar-
bitrary integration constants. The maximum principle does
not give the location of the line; it merely says that if we
have an optimal control then the line exists and the optimal
control must conform to the equations above. The question
that naturally arises is how to locate the line properly, given
the start and goal configurations of the robot. There seems
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Figure 5: Two extremals:zigzag rightandtangent CW. Other ex-
tremal types arezigzag left, tangent CCW, and turning in place:
CW andCCW. Straight lines are special cases of zigzags or tan-
gents.

to be no direct way of doing so. Rather, we must use other
means to identify the extremal trajectory.

The robot switches only when a wheel touches theη-line,
so the possibilities can be enumerated by constructing a cir-
cle whose diameter is the robot wheelbase, and considering
the different possible relations of this circle to theη-line:

• CCWandCW: If the robot is in the left half plane and out
of reach of theη-line, it turns in the counter-clockwise
direction (CCW). CWis similar.

• TCCWandTCW(Tangent CCW and Tangent CW). If
the robot is in the left half plane, but close enough that
a circumscribed circle is tangent to theη-line, then the
robot may either roll straight along the line, or it may
turn through any positive multiple ofπ. TCWis similar.

• ZR and ZL: If the circumscribed circle crosses the
η-line, then a zigzag behavior occurs. The robot
rolls straight in theη-line’s direction until one wheel
crosses. It then turns until the other wheel crosses, and
then goes straight again. There are two non-degenerate
patterns:. . . ⇑x⇓y . . . calledzigzag rightZR, and
. . . ⇑y⇓x . . . calledzigzag leftZL. (Recall thatfor-
ward andbackwardsactions are denoted by⇑ and⇓,
and spins in place are denoted byx andy.)

Figure 5 shows examples ofZRandTCW.

Examining these classes, we see that

Theorem 1 For an optimal trajectory,

t = s(t) + bσ(t) (43)

Figure 6: Turn-straight-turn is not always optimal.

Proof: Extremal trajectories are composed only of turns
and straight lines.ut

Note that in [2], we demonstrate that equation 43 actu-
ally holds for any trajectory such thatmax(|ωl|, |ωr|) = 1
for almost allt; i.e., for trajectories in which one control is
always saturated. This may provide some intuition for why
turns and straights are faster than curves.

The fastest trajectories for a Reeds and Shepp car with
zero turning radius are of the formtst. It might at first
seem that Equation 43 implies the same is true for the diff
drive. Trajectories of typetstcertainly minimize transla-
tion time; however, they do not not necessarily minimize
rotation time. Figure 3 shows an example: the robot is at
the origin facing north, and the goal is some distance to the
east, facing north. The robot could follow ay⇑x trajec-
tory, with a total turning angle ofπ. However, there is a
⇑x⇓y trajectory that turns through a total angle of less
thanπ. For a wide enough robot (b large enough), the sec-
ond trajectory will be optimal.

4 Further conditions for optimality

The previous section showed that every time optimal path
must be of typeCCW, CW, TCCW, TCW, ZR, or ZL. However,
the converse is definitely not true—not every such trajec-
tory is optimal. For example, a robot turning in place for
several revolutions is not time optimal. To keep the distinc-
tion clear, we refer to trajectories satisfying Pontryagin’s
Maximum Principle asextremal, and we note that the time-
optimal trajectories are a subset of the extremal trajectories.
In this section we find additional necessary conditions, ulti-
mately finding that no time optimal path can have more than
three straights and two turns.
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Figure 7: There is always a roundtrip of length2π visitingθs, θg,
0, andπ.

Necessary conditions onTCCWand TCWtrajectories

Theorem 2 For every time-optimal trajectoryσ(T ) ≤ π.

Proof: Consider the fastesttst trajectory between a
given start and goal. Obviously the straight action connects
the start to the goal. Suppose we orient our coordinates so
the angle from start to goal is0. The robot’s heading dur-
ing the straight is either0 or π. To plan the turns, we must
consider different paths on the circle fromθs to θg, passing
through either0 or π along the way. Note that in every in-
stance there is a round trip fromθs to 0, π, θg, and back to
θs, of length2π (Figure 7). Hence there is a one-way trip
of lengthπ or less.ut

Theorem 3 Tangent trajectories containing more than
three actions are not optimal.

Proof: An extremal of typeTCWor TCCWalternates turns
and straights. Any full untruncated turn must be a multiple
of π. If there are four actions, there is at least one untrun-
cated turn of length at leastπ, and a second turn of nonzero
length. The rectified arc lengthσ would be more thanπ,
contradicting Theorem 2.ut

Necessary conditions onZRand ZL trajectories

Zigzag trajectories are composed of alternating turn or
straight line actions. Successive turns or straights must be in
opposite directions, but have the same magnitude if untrun-
cated. Simple geometry also gives a relationship between
φ, the angle of each turn, andd, the length of each straight.
We have:

d = 2b tan(
φ

2
) (44)

Figure 8: Zigzags of three turns are not optimal

Figure 9: Periodicity of a zigzag

Theorem 4 Zigzag subsections containing three turns are
not optimal.

Proof: Consider a zigzag subsection with three turns, and
two straights. The straights are the same length, so the path
comprises two legs of an isoceles triangle. Construct the
circle containing the start, the goal, and the via point as in
Figure 8. If we perturb the via point to a nearby point on the
same circle the turning time is unchanged, and the transla-
tion is decreased.ut

Zigzags can also be said to be periodic. Letτ be the
smallest positive time such that:

θ(t) = θ(t+ τ)
η(x(t), y(t)) = η(x(t+ τ), y(t+ τ))

Theorem 5 A zigzag trajectory of more than one period is
not optimal.

Proof: Consider a zigzag of more than one period, begin-
ning at time0 and ending at timeT > τ . By theorem 4,
the zigzag is not optimal ifσ(T ) > 2φ. If s(T ) > 2d,
then there are three straights. The first and last straights are
parallel. If we reorder the actions to perform these consecu-
tively, we get a straight with length greater thand. Thus we
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have a path which costs no more than the original but which
is no longer a legitimate zigzag. Since it is not extremal,
neither it nor the original path can be optimal.ut

Enumeration

Theorems 3, 4, and 5 allow a finite enumeration of the struc-
ture of optimal trajectories. The structure must be one of the
following, or a subsection of one of the following:

Tangent y⇑y y⇓y x⇑x x⇓x
Tangentπ ⇑yπ⇓ ⇓yπ⇑ ⇑xπ⇓ ⇓xπ⇑
Zigzag ⇑x⇓y⇑ ⇓x⇑y⇓ ⇑y⇓x⇑ ⇓y⇑x⇓

5 Symmetries

Further analysis of the time optimal trajectories is difficult
because of the large number of cases. This complexity is
reduced using symmetries developed by Souères and Bois-
sonnat [8] and Soùeres and Laumond [9] for steered cars.

The symmetries are summarized in Figure 10. Let “base”
be any trajectory fromq = (x, y, θ) to the origin. Then
there are seven symmetric trajectories obtained by applying
one or more of three transformations defined below. These
transforms are isometries; if the base trajectory is optimal
from the base configuration, the transformed trajectories are
optimal from the transformed configurations.

Geometrically, the transformations reflect the plane
across the origin or across one of three other lines: thex-
axis, a line∆θ at angle(π + θs)/2, or the line∆⊥θ at angle
θs/2.

The three transformations are:

τ1: Swap⇑ and⇓ T1: q = (−x,−y, θ)
τ2: Reverse order T2: (x, y) = Rot(θ)(x,−y)
τ3: Swapy andx T3 q = (x,−y,−θ)

Each transformation is its own inverse, and the three
transformations commute. For any given base trajectory,
the transformations yield up to seven different symmetric
trajectories. The result is that all optimal trajectories fall in
one of nine symmetry classes.

Figure 10: Given an optimal trajectory from “base” with heading
θs to the origin with headingθg = 0, transformationsT1,T2, and
T3 yield up to seven other optimal trajectories symmetric to the
original.

base T1 T2 T2 ◦ T1

A. y y y y
B. ⇓ ⇑ ⇓ ⇑
C. ⇓y ⇑y y⇓ y⇑
D. y⇓y y⇑y y⇓y y⇑y
E. ⇑xπ⇓ ⇓xπ⇑ ⇓xπ⇑ ⇑xπ⇓
F. x⇓y x⇑y y⇓x y⇑x
G. ⇓y⇑ ⇑y⇓ ⇑y⇓ ⇓y⇑
H. x⇓y⇑ x⇑y⇓ ⇑y⇓x ⇓y⇑x
I. ⇑x⇓y⇑ ⇓x⇑y⇓ ⇑y⇓x⇑ ⇓y⇑x⇓
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T3 T3 ◦ T1 T3 ◦ T2 T3 ◦ T2 ◦ T1

A. x x x x
B. ⇓ ⇑ ⇓ ⇑
C. ⇓x ⇑x x⇓ x⇑
D. x⇓x x⇑x x⇓x x⇑x
E. ⇑yπ⇓ ⇓yπ⇑ ⇓yπ⇑ ⇑yπ⇓
F. y⇓x y⇑x x⇓y x⇑y
G. ⇓x⇑ ⇑x⇓ ⇑x⇓ ⇓x⇑
H. y⇓x⇑ y⇑x⇓ ⇑x⇓y ⇓x⇑y
I. ⇑y⇓x⇑ ⇓y⇑x⇓ ⇑x⇓y⇑ ⇓x⇑y⇓

We can analyze all types of trajectories by analyzing just
one type from each of the nine classes, and then applying
the transformationsT1, T2, T3 to obtain the other members
of the class.

6 Time optimal trajectories.

In this section we identify the time optimal trajectories be-
tween any given start and goal configuration. We introduce
a “goal-centric” coordinate system, with the origin coinci-
dent with the goal position, and thex axis aligned with the
goal heading.

The symmetries of the previous section greatly simplify
our analysis. We only need to consider a “base” region; the
results then apply to symmetric regions. In principle, the
analysis is completed by the following steps:

1. For each trajectory type, we identify every feasible
choice of start configuration(x, y, θ). This defines a
map from trajectory type to a region of configuration
space.

2. Now we consider a point in configuration space
(x, y, θ). If it is in only one region, then the corre-
sponding trajectory type is optimal from that point.

3. When regions overlap, we derive additional necessary
conditions for optimality or calculate the actual times
for each trajectory type to disambiguate.

To illustrate this procedure, we present the following ex-
ample (Figure 11). The feasible regions for⇓y⇑x and
x⇓y⇑ overlap. For almost allqs in the overlap, there are
two possible extremals but only one true optimal path. The
∆θ line is a decision boundary: forqs to the right of∆θ the
optimum isx⇓y⇑, and to the left of∆θ the optimum is
⇓y⇑x. Figure 11 illustratres the proof. First we observe
that the alternatives give equal time on the∆θ line, because

Start

Goal

Figure 11: An example of overlapping regions. The path shown
in b) is extremal, but not optimal.

that line is the axis of reflection for theT1 ◦T2 isometry. So
bothpaths are optimal on∆θ.

Consider a⇓y⇑x path from the start pose shown.
When the path crosses∆θ during the⇓ action, the remain-
ing cost is unchanged if it switches tox⇓y⇑. But then the
total path would have a structure of⇓x⇓y⇑, and would
not be a legitimate extremal.ut

Similar techniques can be applied to the other regions.
The end result is a mapping that defines for each point in
configuration space the set of optimal trajectories from that
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Figure 12: Optimal control for start configurationqs = (x, y, π
4

)

and goal configurationqg = (0, 0, 0), with isocost lines. Coordi-
nates are measured in units ofb.

point to the origin. This mapping is illustrated by showing a
slice atθ = π/4 (Figure 12). The mapping from start con-
figuration to optimal trajectory is usually, but not always,
unique. At some boundaries in the figures there are two dis-
tinct trajectories that give the same time cost. More inter-
esting is the case atθ = 0 where a continuum of different
trajectories of type A are all optimal, bounded by optimal
trajectories of type B.

7 Algorithm for optimal control and value
function.

We now present an algorithm to determine the optimal paths
between a given start and goal position, and the time cost
of those paths. For each optimal path structure, the nec-
essary conditions yield a region. (Twelve such regions are
shown in Figure 12.) The determines which region(s) the
start configuration(x, y, θ) falls in, and then calculates the
value function for one of the optimal path structures. For
example, the function ValueBaseTSTS below calculates the
cost of the fastest trajectory with a structure ofx⇓y⇑.

Procedure ValueBaseTSTS(q = (x, y, θ))
arccos(1− y)− θ/2− x+

√
y(2− y)

End ValueBaseTSTS

Procedure ValueBaseSTS(q = (x, y, θ))
If y = 0 then |x|+ θ/2
else y(1 + cos (θ))/sin (θ)− x+ θ/2

End ValueBaseSTS

Procedure ValueBaseTST(q = (x, y, θ))
r = ‖(x, y)‖
ζ = arctan(y, x)
r + min (|ζ|+ |ζ − θ|, 2π + |ζ| − |ζ + θ|)

End ValueBaseTST

We now can define OptBVDD (optimal bounded veloc-
ity diff drive). The function recursively applies symmetry
transforms until the configuration is in the base region.

The optimal path structure can then be determined based
on the necessary conditions for extremal paths to be opti-
mal. The value for that path structure is calculated. The
recursion applies the appropriate combination ofτ1, τ2, and
τ3 transforms to the base path structure to determine the ac-
tual optimal path structure.

Procedure OptBVDD(q = (x, y, θ))
if θ ∈ (π, 2π) then τ3(OptBVDD( T3(q)))

r = ‖(x, y)‖
ζ = arctan(y, x)
if ζ ∈ ((θ + π)/2, π) ∪ ((θ − π)/2, 0)

then τ2(OptBVDD( T2(q)))
if y < 0 then τ1(OptBVDD( T1(q)))

if ζ ≤ θ
return( y⇓y, ValueBaseTST(q))

else if y ≤ 1− cos (θ)
return( ⇓y⇑, ValueBaseSTS(q))

else if r ≥ tan (ζ/2)
return( x⇓y, ValueBaseTST(q))

else
return( x⇓y⇑, ValueBaseTSTS(q))

End OptBVDD

For the sake of brevity, certain special cases have been
omitted from the pseudocode presented. Whenever two
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Figure 13: Reachable configurations in normalized time 2.

symmetric regions are adjacent, the fastest paths for both
regions are optimal. For example, if the robot starts at
(0, 1, π), then both the pathsy⇓y andx⇑x are optimal.

There are two other cases where multiple paths will be
optimal. Whenθs = 0, there may be a continuum of opti-
mal five action paths, bounded by two different four-action
paths. Whenθs = π, there will be a continuum of optimal
tπs paths (Class E), bounded by two-action paths of class
C.

In all cases, the above algorithm will return a single op-
timal trajectory. Some additional bookkeeping would allow
all of the optimal trajectories to be returned.

The level sets of the value function show the reachable
configurations of the robot for some given amount of time.
Figure 13 shows the shape of this region for time 2. (x,
y, and time are normalized byb, the width of the robot.)
Slices of this value function allow the regions in which var-
ious extremal paths are optimal to be seen more clearly. For
example, figure 12 shows a slice where the angle between
the start and goal robot is fixed atπ4 .

8 Graphical method

Graphical construction of the time optimal trajectories is
usually straightforward. Figure 14 shows examples for each

of the nine symmetry classes. The first five classes are really
quite obvious. The last four classes are more challenging.
In this section we will see a graphical way to identify which
class gives the time-optimal trajectory, and to find the loca-
tion of a via point if one exists.

The main idea is that the primary decision boundaries in
the algorithmOptBVDD can be stated as conditions com-
paring the start headingθs, the goal headingθg, and the
direction from start to goal. Based on this observation we
can translateOptBVDDto a graphical procedure.

It is convenient to choose a different coordinate system,
which we will call bisector-centriccoordinates. We place
the origin at the midpoint between the start and goal, with
the positivex axis directed toward the goal. They axis is
then the perpendicular bisector of the segment betweenxs
and xg, oriented in the usual way. For convenience, we
definel to be the distance between the start and goal; i.e,
l = 2xg. We define the range ofθs andθg to be(−π, π].

It is also convenient to define thestartlineandgoallineto
be the lines aligned with the robot heading at the start and
goal, respectively. We definen to be the intersection of the
startline and goalline, if they intersect.

For the rest of this section, we first walk through the cases
from simplest to most complex. For the zigzags the most
interesting part is finding the location of a via point, if any,
and addressing some of the special cases.

Tangent trajectories. Although the time optimal trajec-
tories for classes A, B, and C are obvious, we list them here
for completeness:

A If s coincides withg, then turn in place.

B If θs = θg = 0 or θs = θg = π, then roll straight to
the goal.

C If θs is 0 or π, then roll to the goal and turn to the goal
heading. Ifθg is 0 or π then turn to the goal heading
and then roll straight to the goal.

Next are thetst tangent andsts tangentπ trajectories.

D If θs and θg are neither0 nor π, and have different
signs, a turn fromθs to θg by the shortest arc will either
pass through0 or π. So turn to0 (π), roll forward
(backward) to the goal, then turn toθg. The cost of
this trajectory is

ttangent = bmin(|θs|+ |θg|, 2π−|θs|−|θg|)+ l (45)
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Figure 14: Examples for each of the nine classes.

E If (θs, θg) = (0, π) or (π, 0), then roll partway toward
the goal, turn throughπ or−π, then roll the rest of the
way to the goal. This yields a continuum of optimal
trajectories of class E, and four optimal trajectories of
class C. The cost of trajectories in this region is also
given by equation 45.

Zigzag trajectories. If the signs ofθs and θg are the
same, but neither is equal to0 or π, then the optimal trajec-
tory will be a zigzag. The easiest way to approach zigzags
is in terms of their via points. If there isno via, then we
have a simpletst trajectory. If there are one or two via
points, then we have to look at special cases to determine
the number of vias and where they can occur.

• Every via point is on the startline or on the goalline;

• If the startline and the goalline intersect to the right of
the y axis, there is at most one via, and it is on the
goalline betweeng andn, or atn.

• If the startline and the goalline intersect to the left of
the y axis, there is at most one via, and it is on the
startline betweens andn, or atn.

• If the startline and the goalline intersect on they axis,
then there may be two optimal trajectories of class H.
For one, the via point is on the startline betweens and
n. For the other, the via point is on the goalline be-
tweeng andn.

• If the startline and the goalline are parallel to they axis,
there may be up to four optimal trajectories of class H,
and there may be a continuum of optimal trajectories
of class I.

• If the startline and the goalline are parallel to each
other but not they axis, there may be up to two vi-
apoints. One is on the goalline, above thex axis iff
the goalline does not intersecty above thex axis. The
other is on the startline, with the same constraint. This
gives up to two optimal trajectories of class H and a
continuum of optimal trajectories of class I.

The above case analysis tells where to look for via points.
Next we determine how to find the via points.
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Figure 15: Examples of optimal zigzags. If startline and goalline
are symmetric across the y axis, there are at least two zigzags of
equal cost. If startline and goalline are parallel, there are two
zigzags of equal cost, and zigzags of class I may also be optimal.

8.1 Graphical construction of Class H trajectories

For any trajectory with a via point we have a simple equa-
tion for the cost of the straight line actions. The above enu-
meration show that there are four line segments where the
via point may fall. Letγ be the magnitude of the internal
angle between any line segment possibly containing a via
point and thex axis, and letδ be the internal angle of the
other line segment on the same side of thex axis. (See
figure 15.) Recall thatφ is the angle of the turns of the
zigzag extremal; we wish to determine the optimal value
for φ. Some simple geometry gives us:

tzz = b(2φ+ δ + γ − π) +
l(sin (φ+ γ) + sin γ)

sinφ
(46)

We take the derivative with respect toφ and set to zero.
After some simplification, we get the following condition
onφ:

cos (φ) = 1− l sin (γ)
2b

(47)

φ must be no greater than the turning angle of the fastest
tst trajectory, and cannot be less than the angle of the turn
if the via point were atn. (Recall that the via does not fall
past this intersection.)

φ ≤ min(|θs|+ |θg|, 2π − |θs| − |θg|) (48)

φ ≥ π − γ − δ (49)

If equation 47 have no solution, or requires thatφ be
larger than the turning angle of the fastesttst trajectory,
the cost function is monotonically increasing withφ. In this
case it is impossible to save turning time by using a four
action trajectory; a trajectory of no more than three actions
will be optimal. If equation 47 requires thatφ < (π−γ−δ),
the cost function is monotonically decreasing withφ and the
optimal trajectory will have a via atn.

There is a graphical interpretation of equation 47. For
simplicity, we consider the case wheren is above thex axis
and to the left of they axis, which means we should look
for a via on the startline betweens andg.

Put the robot at the origin, with angleθs. Roll it forward
in a straight line. The right wheel rolls on a straight line,
call it lR. Now put the robot at the goal, with the right
wheel onlR. That is the configuration at which the robot
should arrive at the goal. (See figure 16.) We can determine
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Figure 16: Graphical construction of optimal path

the location of the via point by rolling the robot from this
configuration in a straight line until it intersects the startline.

It may be impossible to place the right wheel onlR, or
the goal configuration of the robot may seem to imply that
the via point is not betweens andn. This occurs when
equation 47 has no solution satisfying equations 48 and 49,
implying that either a trajectory of less than four actions is
optimal, or the via point of the four action trajectory will be
atn.

8.2 Construction of Class I trajectories

Equation 47 allows the optimal value ofφ to be calculated,
and this determines the structure of the optimal zigzag ex-
tremal. The above graphical algorithm allows this extremal
to be constructed. However, if the startline and the goalline
are parallel, there is more than one subsection of this ex-
tremal that connects the start and goal. In this case, if tra-
jectories of class H are optimal, there will therefore also be
a continuum of optimal class I trajectories.

9 Summary and Conclusion.

The bounded velocity model of diff drive robots is simple
enough that the set of time optimal trajectories between any
two robot configurations may be found. Pontryagin’s Max-
imum Principle provides an elegant geometric program de-
scribing extremal trajectories. These extremal trajectories
are a superset of the optimal trajectories.

We derived conditions necessary for extremal trajectories
to be optimal. These conditions require that optimal trajec-
tories fall in one of 40 extremal trajectory classes. We then
applied symmetries developed by Souères and Boissonnat,
reducing the set of trajectory classes to be analysed to 9.
We analysed each of the 9 classes to determine the start and
goal configurations for which it was optimal. This yields a

simple algorithm to determine the optimal trajectory struc-
ture and cost between any two configurations. The analysis
also yields a simple geometric method of determining the
optimal path structure.
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